This paper discusses the staging of Ukrainian ethnicity during the celebrations of Kupaly Night, an annual community ritual in Southeast Poland. The argument embarks from an analysis of changing nation state policies in Poland after state socialism and emphasises the growing influence of European Union (EU) policies on the public representation of ethnicity. These policies have moved ethnicity from the level of everyday practice, but also from an arena of political tensions, into an institutionalised and policy dominated form of identification. In the region of Przemyśl, where the events under scrutiny take place, tourism is another key factor facilitating the establishment of market forces in projects of heritage preservation, multiculturalism and the promotion of ethnic particularities. My analysis of how these factors have impeded on the region shows the emergence of a multicultural development project that does not have a unifying but an ambivalent effect. The paper investigates the way in which the Ukrainian minority in Przemyśl is subject to wider processes of re-scaling ethnic policies from the national to both the European and the regional level and is in this process turned into a commodifiable group valued by the EU, the state, tourists and locals for its distinctive culture. I thus demonstrate the ambivalent relationship between ritual practice, public representations of authenticity, ethno-tourism and social change influenced by EU policies and discourses.
PEoPLE IN PrzEMyŚL, A CITy IN SoUTHEAST PoLANd, SEE THEMSELVES
as different mostly according to nationality and religious rite.
2 In recent years the city's multi-ethnic composition has become an increasing means to market the region as a tourist destination as well as to attract funding from the European Union. Ethnic cleansings during and after world war II followed by state-socialist Poland's policies to further nationalise the country have had a significant effect on the demographic composition all over Southeast Poland. Today, the majority of Przemyśl's seventy thousand inhabitants holds Polish citizenship and identifies with Polish roman Catholicism. Most of the traces of the once large jewish community were eradicated from the region during the Nazi Holocaust and the only ethnic minority left in the city is that of two thousand Ukrainians following the East Christian rite in Greek Catholic and orthodox Churches. In line with state-socialist policies, Ukrainian ethnicity was nearly invisible in public and instead remained limited to the spheres of the family and church. Greek Catholicism, the main memory expression and repository of Ukrainian ethnicity, had to operate under the umbrella of the Polish roman Catholic Church. only in 1991 did the Greek Catholic Church regain full independence. In the very same year Przemyśl became infamous across Poland and beyond when ethno-religious tensions erupted on a scale unknown in socialist times (see Hann 1998a) . As the course of events would show, these anti-Ukrainian demonstrations, derogatory graffiti on walls, and anti-Ukrainian sermons in Polish roman Catholic churches were triggered by the visit of the Polish Pope john Paul II to the region. but while the agenda for the Pope's visit was of central concern to the Polish majority of Przemyśl, the Pope's arrival and the media coverage of his journey to the region also helped to solve at least some of the public expressions of this ethno-religious conflict.
Months before the visit, in early April 1991, a group of Polish nationalists occupied Carmelite church, one of Przemyśl's main churches and a major landmark of the city. The squatters' aim was to prevent one of the main items on the Pope's agenda from being fulfilled. This was, as a gesture of reconciliation, to return authority over the church to the Greek Catholics, to whom it had belonged from 1784 to 1946. In April and May 1991, some thirty men lived in the church and its adjacent monastery. They were supported by a group of devout elderly women who demonstrated in front of the roman Catholic bishop's palace. Every day, they showed up holding banners with slogans such South-East Poland (buzalka 2007) . 3 For an example of the responsibilities the locals had in actions against jews during world war II in Northeast Poland, see Gross (2001) .
as: "we will not give up the Polish Church". And every day these women made a five hundred meter "pilgrimage" from the bishop's palace to the Carmelite church. Although the bishop of Przemyśl announced a censure over the church the squatters refused to leave. High officials from the Catholic Church decided to put significant pressure on the squatters only a few days before the arrival of the Pope. on june 2 nd the defenders finally withdrew. but the influence of nationalist circles was strong enough to make the Pope alter the original plan. Instead of returning the Carmelite church to the Greek Catholics, he decided to give them the jesuit church, a place where they had held their services semiofficially since the late 1950s.
Following these events, both Polish but also rising Ukrainian ethno-nationalist movements continued to operate in the region and some later events also received nationwide attention. only towards the end of the 1990s were the most ardent nationalist voices silenced and more than ten years after the events described above, in September 2003, the first Galician Multicultural Festival (wielokulturowy Festiwal Galicja) was organised in Przemyśl. A mission statement was advertised on placards throughout the city claiming that the festival was "(…) a sign of nostalgia for the past, for the people who made everyday culture, for the nations who inhabited this land for centuries". In one of the festival leaflets, the organisers declared: our aim is to forge cultural links at the same time as Europe is uniting.
[…] The aim of the festival is to inspire and create a growing interest in the cultures of national minorities. […] To enhance and to promote regional culture, to encourage an attitude of tolerance between people -these are our chief objectives, the objectives of a uniting Europe [personal archive of the author].
As I want to show in this paper, the Galician Multicultural Festival was part of a wave of fashionable celebrations, idealising the good old days before world war II in Eastern Europe. The celebrations picked up the historical name of the region, Galicia, and were staged expressions of an idea of multiculturalism that had arrived in Przemyśl only five years earlier. Since then, such promotions of multiculturalism and peaceful coexistence of ethnically diverse communities have become key catchwords in the campaign marketing Przemyśl as a tourist destination. but these changes are not always for the benefit of the local minorities' grassroots activities, as the account of the Kupaly Night ritual central to this paper proves.
on the following pages I engage in detail with the problems arising out of efforts to implement and develop tourism and multiculturalism and this policy's effects on public representations of ethnicity. After introducing the theoretical framework according to which I analyse the ritual of Kupaly Night, I will give an overview of the historical development of tourism in the Przemyśl region. based on a detailed comparison of two ritual celebrations held in the years 2004 and 2005 respectively, I argue that ethnic identification has been re-scaled after state socialism for two reasons. Firstly, it has been driven by the already mentioned emerging multicultural ideology of the Polish state and the EU and, secondly, it has been re-scaled by the expansion of market exchange forces into this peripheral region of Europe. both reasons intertwine as they contribute to and depend on increased economic stratification among the local population and an unequal allocation of resources locally as well as regionally. regional development of the tourism sector further enhances cultural stereotypes based on ethnic belonging.
ETHNICITy, SCALE ANd ToUrISM oN THE PoLISH-UKrAINIAN FroNTIEr besides the significant role policies and discourses resulting from Poland's integration into the EU have played in the region, it is particularly an emerging tourism sector that by now shapes notions of "ethnicity" and "authenticity". From an analytical perspective, it is worth looking first at the processes of re-scaling these concepts, formerly confined to the nation-state and recently subjected to the wider European policies. A second and related process of re-scaling has strengthened the impact of regionally-defined power where the notions of "ethnicity" and "authenticity" have been adjusted in order to better suit tourist expectations. As in other parts of Europe, this does not mean that there is now a lack of correspondence with the policies of the Polish state but instead, that these state policies have been blended in with the multicultural ideologies promoted by the European Union. Celebrations of diversity, famously outlined in the mottos of the European Union, "united in diversity" and "subsidiarity" (Shore 2000) , serve as a source of legitimacy for elites operating from within the Polish state, municipal bureaucracy and via NonGovernmental organizations (NGos). An important quality of this legitimacy is that elites are now provided with a means to intervene in representations of ethnic diversity leading for example to the re-scaling of the Kupaly Night ritual analysed later in the paper.
both the tourism industry and the new elite discourses are shaped by and rely on the fact that a major part of Eastern Europe ceased to be agrarian quite recently through state-socialist modernisation. other than those regions of Europe industrialised in the 19 th century, many parts of Eastern Europe (including Southeast Poland) show a peculiar interdependence between notions of ethnicity and their belated development (brubaker 1996; brubaker et al. 2006) . despite attempts to implement modernisation policies, state socialism reproduced many elements of rural life such as the role of kinship, religion, and rural identities. These elements have a crucial influence on post-socialist development and continue to shape the region's transformation following integration into the EU in 2004. Thus, in many parts of Eastern Europe ethnicity is much more easily conceptualised and essentialised by locals than any other collective identity (Kanovský 2007) . This has crucially shaped regional development of the tourism sector as tourism development initiatives have influenced and had an impact on notions of ethnicity and authenticity in peripheral areas.
Looking at the place of authenticity in tourism research focusing on identity and its expression (see Stronza 2001) , ethnicity in Central and Eastern Europe thus might more easily substitute and / or reinforce other elements of culture the locals want to show and share with tourists as "authentic". because in this region both locals and tourists share an obsession with ethnicity, ethnicity plays a significant role in the production, distribution and consumption of culture. As in other parts of the world, people in Southeast Poland "decide to consume or not solely with regard to cultural meaning. As a group, their decisions form a structure of wants that recreate broader cultural regularities" (Carrier and Heyman 1997: 360) . This observation on the interrelatedness of consumption patterns and the self-reflection of groups on their identity is in line with recent criticism of concepts on ethnicity within social anthropology (and particularly within contemporary migration scholarship). These critics have emphasised the importance of perceiving ethnicity as a mode of social and economic incorporation that is related to the relative position of cities and regions in the global economy. The latter position, understood as "city-scale" for example, incorporates a number of non-ethnic pathways, of which multiculturalism is one, along which small and peripheral cities operate as they try to position themselves on the world map in order to attract investment and particularly the tourism industry (Glick Schiller, Caglar and Guldbrandsen 2006) . Ethnicity, as part of tourism development, should thus not be treated as the sole quality of individuals identifying with a group through symbolic means. Instead, like other modes of incorporation, ethnicity is an experience and perspective on the world constantly re-scaled through the production, distribution and consumption of culture shaped by the historically-changing position of a particular region in the global economy (cf. Neveling and wergin 2009, this volume) . due to the post-peasant basis of East European politics (buzalka 2007, 2008) processes of Europeanization (borneman and Fowler 1997) -in particular those embracing neo-liberal economic reforms, politics of multiculturalism and regional development, such as support of tourism and agriculture -have thus made the region particularly suitable for the widespread phenomenon of "ethnic and cultural tourism" (Smith 1978: 2) .
justus Uitermark explains the relationship between social relations and space through the changing scalar organization of society in an emerging neoliberal world order. This new world order has not only had an impact on the Keynesian mode of regulation in western countries (Uitermark 2002 ) but has as well significantly altered state-citizen relations and economic structures in post-socialist Poland (cf. dunn 2004) . The dominant mode of nation-based regulation in socialist times was re-scaled after the fall of socialism and neoliberal development empowered regions as well as supranational structures like the EU who from then on became important actors in the distribution of resources.
The post-peasant basis and the importance of ethnicity in Eastern Europe have made Southeast Poland particularly suitable for "ethnic" tourism. 4 As Neveling and wergin argue (2009, this volume) , scale as an analytical tool opens up a view on exactly this twofold process that produces political and economic inequality as well as cultural stereotypes. based on the example of ritual tourism in Przemyśl, I show that even in this obviously peripheral region, an ideology of globalisation predominates according to which "no units or scales count for much except the globe" (Tsing 2000: 328) . one way to reveal these hidden dimensions and thus to analyse the importance of scale is to first pay attention to ideologies of scale, that is, "cultural claims about locality, regionality, and globality". Secondly, it is necessary to focus on "projects of scale-making" which despite common claims to a fragmented global reality often come as "coherent bundles of ideas and practices as realized in particular times and places" (Tsing 2000: 347) . This paper, therefore, conceptualizes the "global situation" in relation to ethnicity and highlights the twofold process taking place in Southeast Poland: ethnicity has been re-scaled as the result of Europeanization and neoliberal globalisation but at the same time the regional practices of ethnic belonging contain and refer to the people's own projects of scale-making.
As Annegret Haase (2002) has mentioned, Southeast Poland was and remains one of the least developed areas of the country. rural regions, especially, suffered from a lack of state investment during the communist years. This lack of investment continued in the first post-socialist decade and contributed to a significant outward migration of the region's work force. For those who stayed, seasonal work and semi-formal labour relations often based on kinship and friendship ties were the predominant opportunities of employment. Although the number of people working in agriculture has fallen since 1989, in 2006 such work still represented about one-fourth of the total employment in Poland. 5 The number of people working in agriculture was 15 per cent higher in Southeast Poland than in the country as a whole, and the majority of farms 4 For similar developments in other parts of the world, see Guneratne (2001) , Van den berghe (1994) , Hiwasaki (2000) . were small -less than ten hectares -and privately owned (Haase 2002: 54) . This rural setting I call post-peasant is perceived to be particularly authentic among many inhabitants of the region as well as visitors to the region. 6 In 2002, 59.5 per cent of the population of Podkarpackie County was living in villages. The comparable figure for all of Poland was 38.4 per cent.
7 Przemyśl remains the second largest city of the region. In May 2004, its unemployment rate was at 21.5 per cent. outside the city boundaries it was at 24.9 per cent. 8 both figures were not only above the national average but also the average of 20.6 per cent for the county. 9 The largest formal employers were the state and the municipality, although the Church also formed an important part of the local economy.
The proximity of the Ukrainian border and the city of L'viv, with almost one million inhabitants, offers opportunities for the population to work their way out of this peripheral position. Expectations are that EU funding going into tourism, infrastructure and agriculture as well as commerce with Ukraine will save the region from further impoverishment. Such expectations were especially strong among local elites and Polish development agencies before the global economic crisis of 2008 and 2009 hit the Ukrainian economy. Presently hopes are high that financial support for Podkarpackie County from the European Union will reach 1.6 billion euros in five years time. 10 but in the 1990s and early 2000s, westward labour migration remained high and petty trade tourism across the Polish border flourished. In 1996, more than 1.5 million Ukrainians crossed the border in Medyka, the closest frontier post to Przemyśl, for both transit and shopping (Haase 2002: 117) . In 2004, this petty trade tourism was already on the decline and Poland's integration into the Schengen zone in 2008 has affected this trade further. Nevertheless, petty trade tourism still brings profit to people on both sides of the border. Perhaps the most visible everyday presence of Ukrainians in Przemyśl is at the bazaar, in the mid-1990s the second largest in Poland and only topped by Stadion dziesi , eciolecia in warsaw. back then, everyday trust prevailed over ethnic differences at the bazaar in Przemyśl (Hann 1998b) .
At the same time, nationalist politics and international outward migration strengthened the Polish state's and Poland-wide NGos' interests to attract funding from EU development programs. "Multi-ethnicity" has become one of the catchwords within political programs promoting regional development. This has triggered the above discussed processes of re-scaling that can be observed in a move from daily patterns of ethnic coexistence and everyday culture towards 6 on the importance of villages in the nation construction in Moldova, see Cash (2007 Kupaly Night is the adaptation of an ancient, pagan summer-solstice celebration, associated with St. john's day. It first became an ethno-revivalist ritual in Southeast Poland at the beginning of the 20 th century, when Kupaly ceremonies were organised in Przemyśl by the increasingly active Ukrainian intelligentsia. These were held annually in the region's East Christian villages until the end of world war II and over time came to be considered Ukrainian national festivals. The ritual took place at sundown and involved people singing folk songs and dancing folk dances around bonfires. In a grand finale, participants bathed in a creek as the term Kupaly is derived from the Slavic word for "bathing".
The twin of Kupaly Night is an older, bigger, and better-known event, the Lemko bonfire (Lemkivska vatra). This ritual's more recent history corroborates the observation that popular ethnic festivities are increasingly commoditised in Poland and across Eastern Europe. The annual Lemko festival, held since the 1980s at the end of july in the village of zdynia in the Polish Carpathians, is today financed by the Polish state and attracts sponsorship from big companies. At the same time, as such celebrations are increasingly valued by the few remaining groups of non-Poles, "Polish" traditions, folklore, and rustic images of the countryside are also undergoing a significant revival. while events like Kupaly Night and the Lemko bonfire are often perceived as strengthening multiculturalism in Poland, they have also become excellent commodities for the tourism industry. This is particularly evident in the following close examination in the re-scaling of Kupaly Night taking place in 2004 and 2005. Posada rybotycka is a village situated some thirty kilometres southwest of Przemyśl in the wiar Valley amid the beautiful Przemyśl Hills. because of post-war international agreements and ethnic cleansings, most of the Ukrainian inhabitants of the valley were moved to the area around Tarnopil in contemporary Ukraine. Those remaining were forced to leave during Action Vistula, a project of state-led ethnic cleansing carried out in 1947 when the Polish state re-settled tens of thousands of Ukrainians to northern and western parts of the country acquired from Germany. As Poland became one of the most ethnically homogenous countries in Europe after world war II, Ukrainian public life was suppressed. Soon after the collapse of state socialism the presence of Ukrainians in public life became increasingly evident and this attracted propaganda campaigns by Polish nationalists like the one described in the introduction to this paper (see also buzalka 2007).
Posada is now greatly diminished from its pre-war size. The wooden houses of Ukrainians were razed during the socialist years and some of them replaced by dispersed cooperative dwellings. only the ancient tserkva (the sanctuary of Eastern rite Churches), the parish house, and the cemetery reveal the location of the old Greek Catholic village. In the 1950s the sparsely populated hills, with their ruined villages, their tserkvy and the new settlers who were indifferent to the land became known as the Polish "wild east". but today, signs of increased tourism are everywhere. The remains of tserkvy and the cemeteries are preserved and information plaques are installed next to them as the region has been discovered for its apparently authentic tradition and wild nature. A trainee working for an EU project on cultural heritage preservation stated optimistically: "The Podkarpacie region opted for tourism and history, and we will make a lot of money out of it." This is to be achieved not only through preservation of the natural environment and support of agriculture but also through the rich multicultural heritage of the region. within this process, the Kupaly revivalist ritual presents an example for the changing importance of Ukrainian public representation in the region, which the Polish state, NGos and local elites are jointly trying to integrate into a multicultural project. Such forms of growing display and promotion of culture as grounded in a particularly "natural" territory have been observed in other parts of Europe, for example in the southwest French wine region (Ulin 1995) , in Tuscany (Pratt 2007) , or in Cornwall (Hale 2001) .
Since the 1980s, Posada rybotycka and the surrounding area have increasingly become a tourist destination. walking trails crisscross the area, which is also popular among cyclists because traffic is light on the barely repaired roads. In this period of a prospering tourism sector, two Przemyśl Ukrainians bought an old cooperative building, turned it into a bar and began to offer accommodation to tourists. Another local entrepreneur rented the former Greek Catholic presbytery and refurbished the building into a tourist hostel. These people, active members of the Przemyśl Ukrainian minority, have been involved in reviving the village ritual Kupaly Night. Since 2000, they have organized this annual event on the weekend before or after St. john's (Ivan's) name day (the day of St. john the baptist, according to the Greek Catholic calendar) together with young Ukrainians from Przemyśl and the Przemyśl branch of the Association of Ukrainians. This ritual has changed the ethnic identification of Ukrainians in the region and would not have been possible without the help of the state, exercised via public media and funds providing direct sponsorship for minority cultures. Furthermore, development strategies aiming to attract tourists to the peripheral region have strengthened but also altered these annual ritual practices. As the following section will show, this development of marketised multiculturalism reflects the way in which ethnicity is re-scaled from an everyday form of social practice, observable among the neighbours and at the bazaar, into a politically dominant group identification that is supposed to attract tourism and investment into Southeast Poland. KUPALy NIGHT 2004 The weekend before the Kupaly Night of 2004, on the 4 th of july, young men from Przemyśl went to Posada to collect wood for bonfires, dammed the creek with stones to create a small, temporary pond, and cut grass in a nearby field where people would gather later. They prepared a campsite and set up a mobile bistro. Some weeks before, organizational meetings had been held at the Przemyśl Ukrainian National House to settle financial and logistical matters. Leaflets had been printed and distributed, and the office of the Greek Catholic bishopric had been asked to send a priest to conduct a Sunday service. To support more mundane activities, two music bands had been hired.
The following Friday, some of the organizers returned to Posada to make final preparations and on Saturday morning the participants began arriving. A stage and amplifiers were set up for the bands and other entertainers. Near the creek, benches arranged under a large tent awaited the guests, and next to it, a caravan offered fast food and beer. The bar in the former cooperative building was opened, serving beer, soft drinks, and ice-cream. Teenage girls from the Ukrainian school in Przemyśl, who later became the main actors in the night time ritual, collected wildflowers and practiced singing and dancing for their performance. young men cut additional wood, drank, and sang folksongs nearby. The ritual, the fifth since its resurrection in 2000, was a communal activity of the regional Ukrainian minority association and conveyed the atmosphere of a village festival. There were no hints at how this was going to change in the following years. In retrospect, however, some signs of change for how the ritual was to become one of the local brands for developing heritage tourism in the region can be identified. The following description is built on these leads, in order to prepare the comparison with the event in 2005.
Central to these signs of change was a group of men with TV equipment that walked around and chatted. They had come from Kraków regional television to film the event for the TV series "Ethnic Climates" (Etniczne klimaty), a monthly program for and about the national minorities and ethnic groups in Poland. Among the journalists was the dark-skinned moderator of the program, brian Scott. He described himself as "the only black Polish journalist" and continued, "I have done a lot for the coloured people in this country. I am their guy in the Polish media." 11 Scott had come to Poland twenty years earlier. He originated from one of the African countries friendly to socialism, had studied journalism in Kraków, and married a Polish woman. As the reporter of the magazine-format "Ethnic Climates" he worked together with the initiator of the series, the experienced journalist waldek janda, whom he characterized as, "an engine of ethnic programs in the public media and of programs about minority and ethnic groups in Poland". These programs were transmitted throughout Poland as well as regionally. They were about "Slovaks, Kashubs, bielorusyns, and other minorities and ethnic groups". As Scott stressed, he and his colleagues worked to help minorities to keep… The journalists saw their role at Kupaly Night in an "ethnographic" way, as brian Scott put it. It was the Ukrainian minority they were going to "do a lot for". Not only TV, almost every regional radio station nowadays broadcasts a program that could be characterised as "ethnic". After our brief discussion, the journalists got to work. For the rest of the day, everything that happened in connection with the Kupaly celebration was adjusted according to their wishes. one person commented: "Kupaly is changing into a media event. The photographers and TV teams allow no concentration on the internal aspects of the festival; they prefer the external, visual side and the fact that in a few moments all of Poland will see us."
The role of the journalists in the Poland's ethno-revivalism goes hand in hand with development programs that present culture as locked within nations and based on marketable ethnicity and multiculturalism. Through such media coverage, a Poland-wide audience is learning about the Ukrainian minority in the country's Southeast. This contributes to the re-scaling of ethnicity by strengthening cultural stereotypes and promoting the region to potential tourists, mainly inhabitants of large Polish cities.
In addition to the marketing of ethnic stereotypes, media attention was also given to displays of Ukrainian cultural practices staged around the ritual and portrayed as rooted in the region. one of these practices emphasised the value of homemade peasant food and strengthened the perception of food production as a craft process, opposed to mass production, thus enforcing an image of authenticity as "not a survival from some prelapsarian world of peasants and artisans, but precisely a shadow cast by an economy organized around exchange value" (Pratt 2007: 295) . This presentation of "authentic" Ukrainian food production techniques for Polish media audiences started with a buttermaking competition. A woman of around forty gave a general introduction to the Ukrainian national cuisine. one of her female assistants invited the male spectators to help with the cooking and two of them agreed to join in preparing the Ukrainian soup borshch. A microphone and camera followed the presenter as she cooked and commented on how to prepare the dish. As in the case of food movements in Italy and France, the ethnic revivalism of Southeast Poland incorporates the recreational habits of middle classes and intelligentsia (Pratt 2007: 295) . The peasant past of the Ukrainian minority is turned into an image of authenticity, re-scaled by market forces, that is in line with the demands of the EU and nation-state policies on cultural heritage and preservation.
Throughout the day of the Kupaly Night ritual in 2004, folk music was being played, either from a tape recorder or by live bands. with the evening approaching, the crowd grew larger as both Ukrainians and Poles from Przemyśl and other cities arrived by car, bus, or bicycle -some of them even from other parts of the country. After sunset, everything was ready for the Kupaly ritual, and several hundred people awaited the performance. The signal came when the young men in the ritual lit bonfires. once the fires were burning, the young women performers mentioned earlier, now standing on the opposite side of the creek, began singing songs about love and nature. They wore folk dresses and had garlands of wildflowers on their heads and chests. Camera flashes lit up the valley as one girl appeared from the dark and sang, answered by the others. Holding hands, they made a queue and moved closer to the water, leaving a space for the girl coming out of the dark. She walked to the middle of the circle the girls made after reaching the creek, and all the girls danced slowly into the water. The boys approached the girls' circle, broke it apart, and began to chase individual girls. whenever a boy caught a girl, he took her hand and they stepped back into the dark.
The whole ritual lasted for about 45 minutes. Near the end, the girls threw their garlands into the water for the boys were to collect them out of the creek. Afterwards, the journalists ran to their offices to prepare the news and most people went home to Przemyśl. Those who stayed continued singing and drinking. The men moved to songs about shooting, heroic military life, and tragic love, going on until sunrise. on the following day, music sounded from the veranda of the parish house where the journalists from Kraków shot additional footage for their documentary. Music also came from the field near the wiar. People walked back and forth between the two places. on stage, a "cultural program" started with performances by music bands.
Many of my friends characterized these events as "the end of romantic times". They referred to the increased commercialization and "mediatisation". People wanted to show their rich Ukrainian culture to a Polish audience and welcomed journalists to the festival, but many felt offended by the aggressive form of media coverage and public display of what they considered their ritual. They noted a loss of authenticity of the once intimate community celebration. one participant, aged thirty-six, commented: I take part in Kupaly every year. I like to go there. I liked it most at the beginning, when everything was fresh; the emotions were authentic… I liked that it was not an artificial resurrection of folklore but an authentic experience and a kind of fun with that folklore… After a couple of years, however, I grew to like the event less -the routine, schematic activities, the tape players as the basis for the girls' singing, and so on. Also, a lot of beer showed up… but I still go there. It is one of the few [Ukrainian] events also attended by Poles.
one of my neighbours in Przemyśl also acknowledged these changes but referred to them from a longer historical perspective. He remembered Kupaly Night as the "feast of love, a kind of combination of pagan-Christian tradition… when youths jumped over the fire". From the perspective of many young Ukrainians, Poles only attend the ritual because it is "an attraction". ola, aged twenty-three, remarked that Kupaly Night was "an artificial party now; everybody is filming it just because it looks exotic". Many other people criticised that each year the event had become more commercialized particularly because now food, drinks, and folk artefacts were sold and the event was advertised in the media. As described on the following pages, forces of the market go along and interfere with projects of heritage preservation, multiculturalism and the promotion of tourism. KUPALy NIGHT 2005: rE-SCALING THE rITUAL The ritual in Posada was perceived by the participants with ambivalence in 2004.
12 despite of limited signs of commercialization, it was a local event organized predominantly by the voluntary work contribution of local Ukrainians. on july 2 nd 2005, however, Kupaly Night was organized near Przemyśl's city centre, next to the city's best-known hotel and near camping facilities and a sports stadium. In the afternoon, Przemyśl's new "Švejk's tourist path" was officially opened as part of the open-air re-enactment of "Švejk's Manoeuvres", intended to serve as a reminder of old Austrian times and staged to become a magnet for tourists.
13
The Kupaly ritual, performed this time by a Ukrainian folklore ensemble and not by the locals of Ukrainian descent, took place in the evening around a bonfire. A covered stage with lights and other technical equipment was erected, surrounded by kiosks offering folk crafts, folk dishes, and books. Further in the background stood two fast-food tents. The city's hotel sold beer and hosted an icon-painting workshop for children.
In addition to state subsidies, the organizers had received organizational and financial support from Przemyśl city council. In contrast to the 1990s when the city council was strongly anti-Ukrainian, changes in local politics had brought about a new attitude towards the city's ethnic minority and the multi-ethnic past of the region. The mayor himself opened the festival with a speech highlighting the multi-ethnic and multi-religious heritage of the region. while Ukrainian was also used, the main language of the event was now Polish. Several thousand people were present at the climax of the ritual. The crowd was so large that only a few dozen people were actually able to observe the performance around the bonfire and in the river.
before the night-time ritual started, a choir performed artistically arranged Ukrainian folksongs on stage. I asked one friend, an immigrant from russia who had lived in the city for several years, why he thought the Kupaly celebration had been moved from Posada to Przemyśl. He replied:
It is the fashion today; Ukraine is in the headlines […] The city council gave money for it [whereas] before they did not. 14 13 The open-air performance "Švejk's Manoeuvres" (Manewry Szwejkowskie) is an enactment of parts of the story "The Fortunes of the Good Soldier Švejk in the world war", written by the Czech novelist jaroslav Hašek. dealing with a "good soldier" in the Austrian Army, the story takes place partly in Galicia. 14 when the independent Ukrainian state was established in 1991, the Ukrainians in Poland were more and more perceived as diaspora Ukrainians. This nationalization of the minority in inter-state relations represents another way of how the minority ethnicity became prominent in [continues] Later I met two young women from the city of Sanok, seventy kilometres west of Przemyśl. They wore folk dresses and waited to go onstage. They criticized the performance given by the folklore ensemble from the Przemyśl Ukrainian school as artificial, lacking authenticity because it included folk music from a synthesizer, percussion from loudspeakers, and well-prepared choreography. The two women said that they instead would sing proper Carpathian songs in an authentic manner, without electronic instruments.
Compared to the situation in Posada in 2004, the Kupaly Night had become an important, officially recognized multi-ethnic festival. whereas one year before, a local TV-station had been present and documented the ritual in order "to do a lot" for the Ukrainian minority, the display of ethnicity was now of different importance. The scale of the ritual had changed not only in terms of its location, financial subsidies and revenues but also in terms of participation. More Poles attended the event than in the year before. My Ukrainian friends appreciated this change, arguing that it helped to strengthen mutual sympathies between the two nations. Nevertheless, some of my friends also remembered the intimate atmosphere of the Kupaly Night in previous years. In Posada they used to bring their own sausages and drink their own beer and vodka. Here, food and drinks were sold and the event seemed impersonal.
Meanwhile in Posada rybotycka, late that july 2 nd 2005 the atmosphere was depressed. The grass had been cut in only a small area near the road. About a mere twenty young people gathered around a fast-food caravan selling beer and sausages. The old wooden stage was half-covered by a tent, music sounded from a tape-recorder. The night had turned into a drinking session. No ritual performance took place. on Sunday morning, people shared food and the remaining drinks. during the day they bathed in the creek. The boys continued grilling, some played football, others dragged the girls into the water "to remind them of Kupaly Night" as they said. The people called their event the "competing Kupaly". Around noon that Sunday, two friends from Przemyśl arrived by bus and joined the group. They brought the news that an excellent party had been held in Przemyśl, but they also expressed the view that they had missed the atmosphere of the old Kupaly in Posada.
Andryi was the only one of the original Kupaly Night organizers who had decided to hold the event in Posada that year. He felt that his friends had betrayed him when they agreed to hold the ritual in Przemyśl. He still hoped that in the following year he would be able to bring Kupaly Night back to Posada:
They [the new leadership of the Ukrainian Association] were saying that people just drink here. but it is a pagan festival -people have to drink! It post-socialist Poland and other countries of Eastern Europe. For more details on most studied case of Hungarians living outside of Hungary, see Stewart (2003) . turned out so well last year -two thousand people attended. The old inhabitants of Posada from Ukraine were planning to come this year, but they could not [because of the change of venue].
Andryi remembered that in 2000 the Kupaly celebration had been a voluntary event, and no one had asked for a salary. Today, professional organizers and ensembles were hired. In Posada, one of his friends from a nearby village had come to cut the grass with a tractor and Andryi had bought food and beer to sell at his hostel in the former parish house at almost no mark-up. He had lost not only his illusion about the intimacy of Kupaly Night, he remarked, but also some modest earnings and publicity for his hostel. with the end of the ritual also the days of petty tourism business in Posada was over. one of the people who had turned the former cooperative dwelling into a hostel planned to sell out his share. The bar had already been closed. I heard some gossip that Ukrainians with economic interests had caused the Kupaly location to be changed, but Andryi did not want to talk about it.
CoMPETING CELEbrATIoNS oF ETHNICITy
The Kupaly Night ritual in Posada had been a community activity. Although a development turning the ritual into a regional event was already becoming visible in 2004, the incorporation of business and state sponsorship as well as the political importance for the region had remained marginal. In the following year, a one-sided competition of projects of scale-making (cf. Simoni 2009, this volume) took place and the ritual was held in Przemyśl. decisive for the outcome of this competition and the ensuing re-scaling of ethnicity had been local, national and EU interest in the promotion of a multicultural ideology. due to the impact of this ideological shift, the actual Kupaly Night ritual had changed in scale and political importance as it moved from the village to the city. only with this extension of the ritual to encompass a wider audience, struggles about authenticity and the ensuing right of public representation emerged. In relation to the hostilities against Ukrainians and their public presence in Przemyśl that had occurred in the 1990s an important change can be observed, however. In 2005, struggles were of a much less antagonistic kind and virtually all my Ukrainian friends appreciated the presence of numerous Poles and the city council's interest in co-organising the festivities. Unlike Andryi and a few of his compatriots, the vast majority of Ukrainians I talked to actually wanted to keep the event in Przemyśl in order to present their "rich Ukrainian tradition" to a wider Polish audience. They believed that more tourists would attend the festival in Przemyśl and that more politicians, who decide on subsidies for national minorities, would notice it there.
It seems certain that in the future, this re-scaling of the ritual in Przemyśl will continue. The costs of advertising and subsidising the event will grow. The city will contribute to the costs, as will the central office of the state-sponsored Association of Ukrainians in Poland, which has included Kupaly Night in its official calendar of activities. Kupaly Night is no longer a spontaneous, voluntary, local ceremony but an ethno-festival organised by professionals.
Some Ukrainians, though, feel ambivalent about this kind of development. They are disturbed by the growth of ethno-businesses, the activities of the media, and the way their rustic tradition has started to attract Poles. As jon Mitchell (2002) observed for Malta, the Kupaly ritual expresses and accommodates the dilemmas and ambiguities inherent in modernity's tendency to divide the world into "modern" and "traditional". The staging of Kupaly Night in Przemyśl indicates the consolidation of Polish-Ukrainian relations. At the same time these relations are now framed within an understanding of tolerance shaped by a multiculturalist ideology and nurtured by the growing importance of ethno-businesses and the heritage tourism industry. The commodification of the "invented" tradition of Kupaly Night in Southeast Poland offers a means to achieve greater prosperity. As the ritual discussed in this paper shows, the expression of other traditions of the Ukrainian minority is increasingly connected to the decentralisation of policy-making processes and the increased importance of regionalism and cultural politics (boissevain 1992), which are promoted by the European Union as part of the "People's Europe" model (Shore 1993) .
The re-scaling of the ethnic ritual Kupaly Night is thus best understood as a response to various socio-structural changes in post-socialist Poland. Mass tourism is a key driver of these changes, especially in peripheral regions. People in Southeast Poland have been reacting to a number of new cultural models introduced from above since 1989. Some of these changes have meant the commercialisation of cultural models already in practice, others have been more substantial like the changing Catholic liturgy after the Second Vatican Council or the growth of the electronic media sectors (boissevain 1992: 16, 1996) . The authors Glick Schiller, Caglar and Guldbrandsen (2006) have shown how hard local officials in peripheral cities have to work to attract capital. They need to market their cities by recasting their localities as centres of specific knowledge and emphasise a city's cultural specificity (2006: 616) . within this wider development of competing city scales, Southeast Poland opted for tourism as a way of preventing underdevelopment. Many officials argue that there had been no other options due to the poor infrastructure and the distance from western markets. The elites of Przemyśl intend to build the region's (and their own) future within the EU on tourism, for which the promotion of a distinctly regional culture is particularly valuable. whereas European integration has led to processes of re-scaling modes of regulation from the national to the regional and to the European level (cf. Uitermark 2002) , in this case study of an emerging regional tourism economy it is the politics and expressions of ethnicity that are re-scaled as an essential component in the construction of a Europeanised modernist discourse.
Another important development in the post-socialist world is that people are increasingly enchanted with various forms of spirituality (Potrata 2004) . In Southeast Poland this enchantment is manifest in the popularity of Eastern Christian images and practices. Poles and Ukrainians described their enchantment as both in continuity with as well as a return to an original, "authentic" Christianity characterised by purity and archaism. jonathan Friedman wrote (1994: 243) that, "traditionalism is expressed in the desire for roots, the ethnification of the world, and the rise of the 'fourth world', the return to religion and stable values". In the face of rapid social change a similar emergence of traditionalism might be the driving force behind the growing political significance of ethnic festivities in post-socialist Przemyśl. Modernity is generating pressures that give rise to a new re-scaling of representations of ethnicity and culture (cf. boissevain 1992: 15) . In this process, what some perceive as traditions is becoming dispersed in a wider array of ideas and practices triggered by an increasingly fashionable multiculturalism.
In Przemyśl, ethnicity has undergone a change from everyday experience to its celebration and public display on a scale unknown in socialist and presocialist times. but elite-driven discourses and practices of ethnic re-scaling largely ignore the importance of ordinary aspects of plurality within which ethnicity plays only a secondary role -if it plays one at all. A Przemyśl district officer mentioned to me that during the nationalist tensions of the 1990s, "the Ukrainian vodka and cigarette smugglers in the bazaar had not a clue about what was going on. It was a sign [that] normal relationships [continued] -trade, contacts between young people, and so on." Although he was derogatory of the petty traders and unfriendly towards local Ukrainians, he pointed out that religious-national differences played no significant role in a place where commodification and politicization of ethnicity were hardly present. A local artist who sold socks in the bazaar confirmed this view: "People started to see that every conflict with Ukrainians stopped in the bazaar." one friend of mine told me that even the Polish nationalist activists who were busy turning the public sphere into an extremely intolerant setting were making deals with Ukrainian traders at the bazaar in fluent Ukrainian language back then.
The Kupaly Night ritual incorporates and expresses a traditionalist narrative of Ukrainian ethnic roots in Southeast Poland which following changes in the ritual's location and staging are now performed for tourist audiences. These changes exemplify a move away from nationalist rituals, widespread especially in the 1990s. The common ground of this twofold process of ethnic revivalism is a narrative based on authentic tradition, spirituality, bounded culture, and closeness to nature. Here, changing scales of ethnicity nurtured by the EU and nation-state policies go hand in hand with the demands of a growing ethno-business, increased media coverage and the tourism sector. Similar to re-scaling processes in the Netherlands (Uitermark 2002) , local elites as well as state development agencies attempt to position the city and region of Przemyśl as a "particular" tourist destination in Poland. one of the ways to make this promotion successful is to present the city as the centre of a multicultural past and present.
This multiculturalism takes the form of a romanticised blend of the good old days of the aristocratic upper classes and an idealised notion of the peasantry. but the promoters of this ethnification process, intellectuals, media employees, ethno-entrepreneurs and politicians, ignore the everyday non-ethnic side of coexistence of Poles and Ukrainians. The effects of this ignorance can be observed in the vanishing petty trade in the bazaar or in the decline of community activities involving neighbours and friends of both ethnic backgrounds. Instead, culture becomes locked within modernist perceptions of nationhood. As such, the re-scaled ethnicity of post-peasant Southeast Poland performed on Kupaly Night conceals rather than eliminates the nationalist logics behind the promotion of multiculturalism. This logic will gain in prominence under the influence of further transnational migration and proliferation of the market, not least in the form of tourism. As seen from an economic perspective, the emergence of this multicultural development project is supposed to save the region from poverty. on an everyday level, however, it does not have a unifying but an ambivalent effect.
